
AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTIONS 

CAMARO HOOD PANEL BADGE (2010-2013 Factory Hood Panel Only) 

PART #103068 

 
PARTS INCLUDED: 

1- Camaro Emblem 

1-Adhesive Promoter 

 

PROTECTIVE LINER INFORMATION:  Your new accessories will come to you with a protective surface liner. 

Leave this liner in place until the installation is complete to prevent finger prints and/or possible scratches 

during installation. 

1. Remove the factory hood panel (pad) by popping all the hood retainers off. Keep these fasteners; they 
will be re-used to re-install the hood panel. 

2. Wipe the indented hood panel emblem with a cleaner to remove any kind of grease or dirt from the 
road. 

3. Use the supplied adhesive promoter packet and wipe the indented hood panel emblem. 
 

 
4. Now the emblem will have 8 tabs sticking out of the back of the part. (These tabs a very pointy so be 

careful while installing it so that you don’t poke yourself) These tabs will push through the factory 
black hood pad and bend back onto the hood pad. Holding the emblem to the hood pad. 



5. Pull the Red 3M tape backing off and stick the emblem to the hood pad while pushing the tabs threw
the factory hood pad. Be careful to align the emblem properly the first time. You will not be able to
make adjustments.  And bend the tabs flat onto the back of the factory hood pad.

OPTIONAL STEP: Use a large dab of silicone adhesive when re-installing the hood panel, between the

hood panel and hood. This will secure the hood panel to the hood and keep it from any potential

sagging.

6. Once the emblem has been completely install on the hood panel, reinstall the hood panel with the
factory fasteners.

When it comes to quality chrome trim and accessories, American Car Craft is the brand you can depend on.

https://www.carid.com/chrome-accessories.html
https://www.carid.com/american-car-craft/

